
 
 
 

The Slave 
 

LOGOS. MY NAME? MY BEING? MY REASON? 

     Through the spans of time, I have been called many things. 

     Angel. 

     Demon. 

     God. 

     All of them true. None of them exact. 

     The most recent of generations have conceptualized me as Logos. 

     As far as I am able to remember, I always existed. I dwell with free rein amongst the stars, yet 

I have no power over them; together, we ruminate our existence. We contemplate our creation. 

     My acceptance into such a lofty realm allows me to hear the cries of the low creatures—the 

humans. As the night vies with the day, darkness with light, so does their whining with my ears. It 

is constant caterwaul over which I have no power of silence. There is only a mental misplacement 

to drown them all out, a meditative calmness honed over eons of time. 

     I speak the language of the low creatures—all of their languages. I know their histories because 

I forged them. I know their knowledges because I taught them. I know their gods because I warred 

with them. The low creatures have seen me, but never recognized me. I have come to them with 

respite and succor from places which they knew not. I have been a puppeteer over their affairs, 

overlooking their insolence, while expecting nothing of them except their own self-destruction. 

     Like the many creations before this one, the humans are bound to fail. They have not yet 

realized that the more powerful a creation is…the more likely is its doom. 

     Never can I forewarn them of what is to come; so says The Law—a law, whose origin is much 

like my own, lost to antiquity. I quote The Law, bounded by it. It speaks to me...through the 

whispers of the low creatures. The more I misplace the chaos, the louder it becomes. I have no 

choice but to answer the call. It has been this way since the beginning. My power has never been 

measured, and I have bowed before no one. Yet I am a slave to the realms while I laze amongst 

the stars. 

     Of all the stars in existence, I am the last of my kind, beholden to a realm that is beneath me. I 

am The Protector. I am a Slave. I am Logos…. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



 
 
 
 

One 
The Summoning 

 

THE STORM THAT THE PEOPLE of Ridgeport, New Jersey, dubbed Hurricane Nancy 

had finally ended. A bombardment of what seemed like frozen miniature missiles assailed upon 

the shores of the East Coast for three ceaseless days. 

     Logo Starr, a Ridgeport resident for all twenty-six years of his life, paddled down what was 

once the two-way street on which he lived. His raft was simply an upside-down bicycle ramp that 

belonged to one of the neighboring kids he had frequently shooed from his front lawn. A hockey 

stick was his paddle, but it had crossed his mind several times to use the stick to whack his raft 

companion in the back of her head instead. 

     “Go left, dummy!” Urania commanded, indicating with her thumb. 

     Urania Bard had a voice as large as her six-foot stature. And, though she was a full two inches 

shorter than Logo, she often heralded commands toward him more than she used his name. A 

beauty of which she knew she possessed, usually earned her mouth a free pass, or so people 

thought. Really, her lifelong mate Logo was never the type to be easily riled. 

     “I said, left!” Urania shouted while twisting her cola-colored ponytail, trying to remove the icy 

water from her three feet of hair. 

     “Nia,” a name Logo called her for short, “we’re not even supposed to be out here. The mayor 

didn’t clear our neighborhood yet; in fact, she did the exact opposite of clearing this part of town. 

So, quiet yo’ ass down a bit,” Logo looked down the street in the direction of his house before 

giving Urania a final word of, “please.” 

     A few silent minutes later, the couple reached what was once their gateless front yard—silent 

minutes interrupted only by the striking of the hockey stick atop the flood waters. 

     The full exposure of the early-afternoon sun was entirely misleading; Nia couldn’t help but 

shiver due to the October air. Her blue jeans were soaked and stained, as were her Timberland 

boots, which she was glad to have grabbed before being forced to evacuate her home. Her pink 

sweatshirt, which read Black & Proud on the front, was so drenched it appeared deep purple in 

color. Her misery couldn’t be concealed. She wanted to complain or maybe screech at Logo some 

more. Instead, a smile found its way to her oval shaped face because Logo had given her his own 

sweatshirt to wear. 

     “Careful,” Logo warned, helping Nia exit their makeshift raft. He stepped onto the third step of 

his front porch, which was still covered by a foot of water. Keeping his hand in the small of Nia’s 

back, he spied the front of his house for dangers. Not recognizing any, he guided Nia from the raft. 

     “I can’t believe this is our fucking street,” Nia said. “Just look at all this mess.” 



     She was unable to tell where her yard ended and the neighbor’s began. The roof of her white 

Range Rover peeked over the flood water, giving her an indication where the curb was. 

     After a chuckle supportive of his resolve, “Imagine what the inside of the house looks like,” 

Logo said. 

     The large porch window had been shattered during the storm, giving the couple an easy view 

of their swampy living room. Logo’s eyes breathed in the scene, but his mind was focused only on 

trudging to the floor safe hidden beneath the hearth of the fireplace. 

     “Let’s just get to the safe, already,” Nia pleaded. “This shit out here is depressing as hell. I need 

to get my ass to a hotel, like, now. Not now-now, but right now.” 

     Logo’s smile said he hated when Nia used profanity, but it also told just how much he loved 

her. “You wait here,” he said.” I’ll grab the loot, the keys to the store, and our papers from the 

safe. Anything else you-” 

     Before Logo could complete his question, his vision blanked, and the rigidity of both his knees, 

it seemed, was replaced with a loose, rubbery feeling. 

     Nia watched him flop from the porch, and end up beneath the water. That’s when she noticed 

the four strange men, one of whom was clutching a rusted pipe. 

*  *  *  *  * 

     They dragged her into the house. 

     Three of the looters sloshed around from one muddy corner to the next, while the fourth, the 

only Caucasian, stood in front of Urania repeatedly pounding the pipe into his palm. His yellow 

teeth of his browbeaten smile suggested that he and his cohorts had ignored the order for mandatory 

evacuation. Their dank and musty smell had told Urania that the men rummaging through her 

belongings had literally decided to “weather the storm.” She found herself wondering what part of 

the Jersey Shore the men were from because she had never seen them before. 

     “Where is it?” asked the man with the pipe. He continued before Urania was able to feign 

stupidity. “I heard you tell that black fella there’s a safe in here. Now, where the fuck is it?” 

     Urania found herself pinned to her once-favorite beanbag chair, a pipe wedged into the fleshy 

under part of her jowl. She kept her lips firmly together; and, though her words didn’t always 

suggest it, she couldn’t help worrying about Logo outside unconscious beneath the flooding water. 

     “I-I didn’t know we had a s-safe,” she lied. “It’s Logo’s. I don’t know where he keeps it.” 

     The open-hand slap to Urania’s face was demeaning, parlous, and resounding all at once. The 

blood trickling over her trembling lips told her that the chance to answer any further questions had 

gone. 

     They surrounded her, rapture building between their legs like little boys trapped in the vessels 

of fully grown men. The cold weather did little to deter them. Urania’s cries of fret didn’t sway 

them. The men methodically disrobed and guffawed wearing grins of excitement. 

     “I was just gonna beat it outta you before,” claimed the wielder of the pipe. “Now? Well, I 

guess I’ll still beat it outta you. But the four of us are gonna fuck it outta you, too.” 

     The second slap was more convincing than the first. The thwacking sound echoed off the wet 

walls causing Urania’s eyes to scroll the inside of her skull. The sweatshirt Logo had given her 

was hoisted over her face. Her own sweatshirt was split open with the use of a hunter’s blade. Just 

as quickly, Urania’s bra, barely able to tame her breasts, was snatched from her torso like worn 

straps of Velcro. 

     The pipe still held her throat at bay. 

     Both arms were restrained, a man on each. 



     Her buttocks and thighs were slowly being wriggled from her snug jeans and panties. And, as 

she faintly called Logo’s name, another slap to her already numb face had broken her lower jaw. 

“Logo...help me,” she uttered, her voice so low that her assailants couldn’t discern the sounds. 

“Logo...Logo S... Logo S-Starr...h-help me...” 

*  *  *  *  * 

     Logos was the last of the super-sentient beings. The universe had dubbed him the Star Catcher 

because he—and no one else—was able to fleet from one celestial body to another quicker than 

he could blink his ebon eyes. Barely seconds ago, had he been sitting atop The Great Sphinx of 

Giza recalling that day so long ago when he had banished the enormous beast to earth encasing it 

within layers of stone. 

     Over time, the Sphinx began trying to rattle its way free; the explanation for the deformities in 

its shape. It was then that Logos removed the beast’s heart and placed it within a chamber he had 

built himself. He named the chamber Kukulkan, and then gave it to the Mayas. He was impressed 

by the advanced innovations the Mayan culture used to formulate their astronomical calendar. He 

showed them favor for a time...until The Law ordered their annihilation. 

     Presently, Logos perched upon Ganymede, the thirty-ninth moon of Jupiter. He would have 

visited all fifty-two of Jupiter’s moons by now were it not for the conversations of the stars. 

     The stars spoke a language unable to be heard or repeated. Their shine, their rotation, their 

formation, their shooting through space, their collisions—all things speaking wondrous tales to 

those who had existed long enough to respect such a lofty interpretation. 

     “I know, my friends,” Logos lamented. “This creation is worse than the last. The degradation 

has been a pattern of plague the humans can’t seem to break.” 

     After accepting the ethereal encouragement from the moons of Jupiter, Logos star-streamed his 

way to the rings of Saturn. His body of light waded through the ice particles of whipping winds. 

He outstretched his hands to remove the debris that always gathered due to the speed of Saturn’s 

rotation. 

     “There, my friends,” Logos said, his voice rippling through the Cosmos, “that should erase your 

cries for a few hundred years.” 

     The Star Catcher shared a short stay with each of the tens of thousands of subdivisions inside 

the rings of Saturn. After which, he star-streamed to his favorite place in the universe, Titania, one 

of the twenty-two moons of Uranus. 

     He asked her, “Have you been doing your job, Strong One?” 

     Titania’s responsibilities had been given to her several eons ago when Uranus had collided with 

a jealous and enormous asteroid. The collision had caused so much grief for the cosmos that Logos 

had asked Titania to reposition herself on the outskirts of the Rings of Saturn. Her sole job was to 

redirect the atmospheric storms that would cause Uranus harm—a job Titania performed without 

flaw. 

     Titania summoned one of her storms and spewed her winds toward Logos—her way of saying 

that her duty, as always, was being performed with alacrity. 

     Logos regaled to himself over her jocose reply. “I know, Strong One,” he said. “There shall 

never be another such as you.” 

     Amidst their conversation, the cries of the Cosmos quieted within a deafening hush. It was as 

if a relentless black hole had decided to materialize from nowhere. A silent fear quickly blanketed 

the stars. 

     “Did I hear what whisper, Titania?” Logos asked. But, after silencing many of the whispers that 

orbited his mind, he finally heard it. 



     It was distant. 

     Faint beyond all whispers in the known galaxies. 

     Logos, the super-sentient, was certain he had never heard it before. 

     “It came from the Atlantic sector,” he said, after Titania suggested that the whisper had come 

from the realm of Earth. “Is not that region the latest recipient of your storms, Strong One?” 

     Another breeze carried Titania’s reply to Logos’s ears. She explained that she had only 

bombarded that region because she had been bound by The Law. 

     “Yes,” the Star Catcher said, “I regretted very much having to destroy the first inhabitants of 

that region myself. The City of Atlantis was, indeed, a place of splendor. Now its treasures rest 

eleven thousand feet beneath the surface of the water. My brother, Atlas—may the Cosmos keep 

him—is to blame for that.” Logos felt Titania breath another of her winds. He smiled, sending a 

radiant comfort across the celestial beings. “Yes, Titania, I called Atlantis a place of splendor. But 

there shall never be a thing more splendid than you. And, as usual, you are correct. I must discover 

who has cried out for me in such manner. Who dares to call me by name?” 

     Logos erected himself, and his brilliant stature alerted all the listening galaxies. He kissed 

Titania. And, before she could complain of his absence, the Star Catcher left a trail more 

captivating than a fleet of a thousand comets as he star-streamed the short distance down to the 

realm of Earth. 

 


